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Abstract

Highly resolved computational simulations of a three-
dimensional high-lift wing are presented. The steady

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes computations are
geared towards understanding the flow intricacies
associated with inboard and outboard flap side edges.

Both moderate and high flap deflections are simulated.

Computed surface pressure fields accurately capture the
footprint of vortices at flap side edges and are in

excellent agreement with pressure sensitive paint
measurements. The computations reveal that the

outboard vortex possesses higher rotational velocities
and lower core pressure than the inboard vortex and

therefore is susceptible to severe vortex breakdown.

Introduction

Projected future growth in air travel and significant
quieting of modern jet engines has brought renewed

attention to the non-propulsive (airframe) component of
aircraft noise. Past studies that focused on airframe

noise have identified high-lift devices along with the
landing gears as dominant noise producing

components. 1'2 Those studies have established flap-
side-edges as a potent noise source that deserves

focused attention. The present paper continues our
effort towards uncovering prominent flow structures at

a flap side edge in high-lift settings. These efforts are
motivated by our lack of understanding of noise
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producing fluid dynamical processes at a flap side edge.
The deeper insight gained through this work will guide
the development of simplified physics-based models

that mimic flow unsteadiness (and thus noise generation
mechanisms) at the edge. Ultimately, such physics-

based models will allow efficient design of quiet
airplanes.

In a parallel effort to several companion experiments,

our previous research focused on steady Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulations of
unswept and untapered high-lift configurations. 3-6 The

configurations were generic two-or three-element high-
lift models that consisted of a two-dimensional (2D)

main element with or without a 2D slat and a part span

flap. These early studies captured the complex nature
of the flap side-edge flow field and revealed the

intricacies of shear layer roll-up, multiple vortex
formation, vortex merging, and vortex breakdown

processes. Two important aspects of a high-lift
configuration left for future exploration were the effects

of sweep and taper on a flap side-edge flow field.

These aspects were addressed in a series of tests
conducted at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)

in the 14x22 foot wind tunnel during 1998-1999. The

tested model is a trapezoidal (trap) wing design that

provides a 3D high-lift flow environment. Extensive
acoustic and limited aerodynamic measurements were
obtained. Using a microphone array technique,

acoustic measurements were obtained by a team from
the Boeing Company. Sample ground-ward flap

acoustic spectra at moderate and high flap deflections
are shown in Fig. 1. At a flap deflection angle of 20

degrees, the emitted noise from the inboard and
outboard side-edges are nearly similar both in



amplitudeandfrequencycontent.At 30degreesflap
deflection,while the inboardedgeshowsonly a
moderaterisein noiselevelsrelativeto thelowerflap
angle,thereis a markedincrease(8-10dB)in the
amplitudeoftheradiatednoisefromtheoutboardedge.
Clearly, the measurementspoint to significant
differencesbetweentheestablishedflow fieldsat the
twosideedgesbecauseofsweepandtaper.

Thecurrentcomputationalstudysimulatesthe trap
wingflowfield.Emphasisisplacedonhighresolution
of theflap'sside-edges.Ourgoalsherearetocapture
thedifferencesthatmayexistbetweenthetwoflow
fieldsaswellasto highlighttheprominentchangesto
thenoiseproducingflowfeaturesthatmayoccurwith
increasingflapdeflection.

Model Geometry and Computational Grid

The trap wing is a high-lift model consisting of a
constant chord leading edge slat, a main element, and a

part span flap. Figure 2a displays the tested trap wing

model which had a simple center body. To ease the
gridding task, for our computational model the center

body was removed and the wing was extended all the
way to the tunnel floor. As will be shown later, this
model alteration has no significant effect on local or

global aerodynamic characteristics of the trap wing.

Figure 2b shows the trap wing geometry as simulated.
Both main element and flap are swept and tapered. In

the stowed position, the leading edge and trailing edge
sweep are 33.89 and 16.24 degrees respectively. The
simulated model has a root chord of 53.473 inches

(1.358m), a tip chord of 21.12 inches (0.536m), a mean

aerodynamic chord of 37.3 inches (0.947m), and a span
of 85 inches (2.16m). The flap has an inboard chord of
13.56 inches (0.344m), an outboard chord of 8.97

inches (0.228m), and a span of 42.19 inches (1.07m).

The relative positions of the slat and the flap with
respect to the wing (i.e., the gaps and the overlaps)

were fixed to match an experimental setting of interest.
The settings for the simulated configurations are

presented in Table 1. The tabulated gaps and overlaps
are normalized with respect to the local stowed chord.

All of the trailing edges of the tested model are blunt.
To ease the computational task and reduce the number

of grid points required, the surfaces of respective
elements were shaved smoothly (while maintaining the

cambers) to produce sharp trailing edges. For a realistic
comparison with the measured quantities, the entire test
section of the 14x22 foot tunnel is modeled to simulate

the experiment. The wind tunnel walls are treated as
inviscid surfaces to avoid the additional computational

cost of resolving the wall boundary layers. This

assumption had previously been shown to be adequate

in similar studies of high-lift
Khorrami et al. 4 and Berkman et al. 5.

configurations by

Table 1. Geometrical settings

Parameters Setting
25Slat angle, deg

Flap angle, deg

Slat gap, %

Flap gap, %

20, 30
1.5

1.5

Slat overlap, % 1.5

Flap overlap, % 0.5

Two different configurations, corresponding to the
acoustic measurements displayed in Fig. 1, are

computed. In both cases, the slat deflection angle is 25

degrees and the main element angle of attack is 10
degrees. The flap deflection angle is 20 degrees in one

configuration and 30 degrees in the second
configuration, representing aircraft approach and

landing conditions, respectively.

A multi-block structured grid is used to simulate the

flow past the trap wing. Limited use of patching

strategy is made to reduce the total number of points.
High concentrations of grid points occur adjacent to the
model solid surfaces, slat cove, main element leading

edge, and flap edges. The surface grid distribution is

shown in Fig. 3. Near the flap side-edges, the grids are
clustered in the spanwise direction to resolve edge
vortices. Chordwise resolution is also high over the

flap. Grid concentration in the vicinity of the outboard

flap edge is displayed in Fig. 4 with a similar mesh
clustering occurring at the inboard edge. The total grid

is comprised of 51 blocks with nearly 17.5 million
nodes. Typically, more than 20 grid points are
clustered in the boundary layers adjacent to the model
surface, with the first point less than 5x10 -6 wing-root-
chords off the model surfaces.

Flow Solver

As in our previous studies, the CFL3D code 7 is used to

perform the computations. CFL3D offers a wide
selection of turbulence models, ranging from zero- to

two-equation models. For the present effort, the one-
equation Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence model s is

used with a solid-body rotation modification. 9 Because

of the strong centrifugal force field, the cores of
streamwise vortices displaying solid body rotation

usually exhibit rather weak turbulent fluctuations and
behave in a laminar-like manner. The present alteration

dampens the turbulent viscosity in regions
demonstrating solid-body-rotation and has no effects on

other regions of the flow field. In previous studies
(Dacles-Mariani et al. 9 and Khorrami et al._°), the



modifiedSAmodelwasshowntoproducebetterresults
forvortexdominatedflows,suchasthepresentcase.

Results and Discussion

Computations and postprocessing of the results are

performed in a non-dimensional fashion. The scales
used in our normalizations are the free stream speed of

sound, density, kinematic viscosity, and the wing root
chord. For the present case, reference flow variables
are set to match conditions at the 14x22 test section

entrance. All simulations are obtained for a free stream

Mach number of 0.2 and the root chord Reynolds

number of 5.65 million. Computations are done in a

fully turbulent mode using the one-equation SA model
with the solid-body-rotation modification.

Because of the large grid, the computations were

performed on the SGI clusters of National
Aerodynamic Simulation facility at NASA Ames. Each
individual run utilized 52 CPUs and slightly less than

12 GB of memory. A typical run, producing 100
iterations on the finest level, took nearly 6 hrs of

physical time or approximately 300 hrs of CPU time.
To achieve a faster and more efficient convergence rate,

mesh sequencing was employed with two coarser level
meshes (where successive removal of every other node

provides the lower level meshes). For both 20 and 30
degree flap deflections, in a steady mode, convergence
was assumed when the calculations had no changes in
the lift coefficients to 3-4 significant digits with

subsequent iterations. At this stage, the overall global

residual displayed 5 orders of magnitude drop before
leveling off. Although the residual remained flat for the

20 degree case, the residual for the higher flap angle
showed a somewhat low amplitude oscillatory

behavior, suggesting the onset of an unsteady event.
The probable cause of residual oscillation will be

discussed in the following sections. Nevertheless, the
lift coefficient for the 30 degree case never displayed an

oscillatory pattern and it converged to a finite value
very smoothly. An estimate (in a global sense) on the

grid dependency of the computed solutions is obtained
via comparison of the lift coefficients. Tabulated in

Table 2 are the computed lift coefficients from the mid-
and fine-level grids. More importantly, in Table 3 we

present a comparison between the fine-level computed
and experimentally measured lift coefficients. Good

agreement is achieved between the two sets of lift
coefficient. This close agreement suggests that the
removal of the center body from the simulated

configuration has had minimal impact on the

aerodynamic characteristics of the wing.

Table 2 Grid-resolution studies

Flap
deflection

20 degree

30 degree

Lift Coefficient

Mid-level

mesh

1.10

1.24

Fine-level
mesh

1.144

1.312

Difference,
%

3.8

5.5

Table 3 Computed and measured lift coefficients

Flap
deflection

20 degree

30 degree

Lift Coefficient

Computed

1.144

1.312

Measured

1.125

1.31

Difference,
%

1.69

0.15

We begin the discussion with a brief presentation of the

global flow before directing our attention to the details
of the flap side-edge flow fields. Figure 5 shows the

pressure distribution over the entire model for the 30
degree case. Note that regions of significant pressure
suction occur near the wing and flap leading edges and

both flap side edges. Figure 6 illustrates a comparison
of the computed chordwise pressure variation with that
measured over the main wing at the 50 percent span

location. Except for the two bad ports near x=0.5, the

measured Cp are in remarkable agreement with the
computed pressure. The small discrepancies near the

trailing edge may be attributed to the sharpening of the

edge in the simulation. The Mach number contours at
the mid-span location for 30 degree flap deflection are
presented in Fig. 7. The contour plot shows significant
acceleration of the flow through the slat and flap gaps

causing the Mach numbers in the vicinity of the main

element and flap leading edges to approach a value
nearly twice the freestream Mach number of 0.2. The

recirculating zones and the corresponding low Mach
numbers in the slat and main element coves are also

vividly visible in Fig. 7. The simulation for 20 degree
flap shows similar global features.

As mentioned in the introduction, surface pressure

distributions near flap edges were obtained using the
Pressure Sensitive Paint (PSP) technique. The

measured pressure distributions for the 20 degree flap

deflection are shown in Fig. 8a. The middle section of

the flap was not treated with PSP and therefore is
assigned a value of Cp=0.0. The flap leading edge

experiences a higher suction peak towards the outboard
segment. In addition, both edges display a pear-shape
low-pressure region that is the footprint of the main
vortex after the vortex has moved on the top surface.

These region of intense low pressures are quite similar



to thefootprintof vorticesforunsweptanduntapered
flaps,reportedin references.4-6Thecomputedpressure
fieldontheflapisplottedinFigure8b.Thesimulated
fieldis ingoodagreementwithPSPresultandshows
thattheprominentflowfeaturesassociatedwiththeflap
arewellresolved.ThecorrespondingCpdistributions
forthe30degreeflapdeflectionareplottedin Fig.9.
Onceagainexcellentagreementbetweenthemeasured
andcomputedpressuresisshown.Muchhighersuction
peaksattheflapleadingedgeandin thefootprintsof
the edgevorticesareobserved.The shapeand
orientationofthevortex-inducedsuctionpeaksindicate
that,onceontop,theinboardvortexmovesinwardof
theedgewhiletheoutboardvortexremainsclosetothe
edge.Fromthepointof viewof noisegenerationand
scatteringatsharpedges,thesesubtledifferenceshave
strongramifications.

Basedontheacousticarraymeasurements,theoutboard
flapedgewasfoundtobeamorepotentnoisesource
thantheinboardedgethussuggestingthattheremay
existsomefundamentaldifferencesbetweenthetwo
flowfields.Fortunately,thevolumetricCFDdatabase
can be analyzedthoroughlyto highlightthese
differences.Thepressurecontoursalongtheinboard-
edgechordfor20degreeflapareplottedinFig.10and
thecorrespondingcontoursfor theoutboardedgein
Fig.11. Thecontourplotsshowtheformationof a
strongvortexnearthebottomsharpedgeandamuch
weakervortexatthetopsharpcorner.Themergingof
thetwovorticesoccursatastationpasttheflapmid-
chordwhenthestrongervortexhasmovedontotheflap
top surface.The outboardvortexattainsa lower
pressurein its core,as it is evidentfromthemore
severesaturationof thepressurecontours(hollowed
regionsinsidethecores).Becauseof thecentrifugal
forcebalance,thelowerthecorepressuredrops,the
higherthevortexrotationalvelocitiesbecome.Similar
pressurecontourplotsforthe30degreeflapdeflection
are displayedin Fig. 12 (inboard)and Fig. 13
(outboard).At theinboardedge,thevortexcoreattains
a lowersuctionpeakrelativetothe20degreecase(Fig.
10)andmaintainsthe low pressurebeyondtheflap
trailingedge.Attheoutboardedge,initially,thevortex
showsextremelylowpressuresin its core.However,
oncethevortexmoveson flap topsurface,withina
veryshortdistance,it experiencesaseverepressurerise
in its core. Typically,suchrapidpressureriseis
associatedwith the coreexpansion,appearanceof
stagnationpointinsidethecore,andtheonsetof vortex
breakdown.

To helpunderstandthedifferencesassociatedwiththe
twoflapsettings,thespanwiselift distributiononthe
flapfor bothdeflectionanglesis plottedin Fig. 14.
Two featuresimmediatelydistinguishthemselves.

First,vortexlift ismoreprominentattheinboardedge
(z=0.39)and its contributionis increasedwith
increasingflap deflection.Second,vortexlift is
severelydiminishedat theoutboardedgeat thehigh
flapdeflection.Giventhefactthattheoutboardvortex
experienceslowerpressuresin itscorethantheinboard
vortex,thelift distributionplotreinforcesourearlier
assertionsthat,theoutboardvortexpathremainscloser
to the edgethan the inboardpath,and vortex
breakdownfirst occursat theoutboardedgeandat
lowerflapdeflections.

Thepresenceof a vortexbreakdownbecomesmore
evidentwhenthestreamwisevelocitydistributioninthe
coreof vorticesis viewed. A sampleplot of the
streamwisevelocityforthe20degreecaseisshownin
Fig.15. Thetwoplanesshownareslightlyinwardof
theflapedges.Recallthatthefreestreamvelocityis
u=0.2. Dueto extremelow pressures,bothvortices
attaina jet-likeaxialvelocityin theircores.Forthe
inboardvortex,themaximumvelocitiesaretypically
60-70percenthigherthanthefreestreamvelocity.The
outboardvortexcoreshowanadditional10-20percent
higheraxialvelocitiesrelativeto theinboardvortex.
Noticethatthe inboardvortexmaintainsthejet-like
behaviorintoregionswellbeyondtheflaptrailingedge.
Ontheotherhand,theexcessvelocityinthecoreofthe
outboardvortexdisappearsslightlydownstreamof the
trailingedge.Thecorrespondingaxialvelocityplotfor
the30degreecaseis displayedin Fig. 16. At the
inboardedge,startingat themid-chordregion,the
vortexexperiencesajet-likeaxialvelocityin its core.
Atthisflapsetting,themaximumcorevelocityis70-80
percenthigherthanthefreestream.As thetrailing
edgeof theflap is approached,theadversepressure
gradientcausesarapiddecelerationof thevortexcore
velocity.Beyondthetrailingedge,thevortexbreaks
downandthereis aregionof axialflowreversal.In
contrast,theoutboardvortexexperiencestheadverse
pressuregradientmuchearlierandthereforebreaks
downimmediatelyas soonas it moveson the top
surfacein the mid-chordregion. The maximum
magnitudeof the reverseflow experiencedby the
vorticesis on theorderof 5-10percentof thefree
streamvelocity.Monitoringof theCFDdatabaseat
differingiterationcyclesrevealedtheonsetoflowlevel
flowunsteadinessin thebreakdownregion.Giventhe
finespatialresolutionatthesideedges,it wouldnotbe
surprisingif the unsteadyinternalstructureof the
vortexbreakdownis partiallybeingresolved.It is
believedthattheobservedoscillationin theglobal
residualisrelatedtothistime-dependentactivity.

Thepresenceof vortexbreakdownataflapsideedge
wasfirstreportedin references[4,5]andsubsequently
by Berkmanet al.6 for unsweptanduntaperedflaps.



Thepresentstudyindicatesthatvortexbreakdownis
notuniquetothosesimplegenericconfigurationsandin
realityoccursatanyflapsideedgeinahigh-liftsetting.
Thedetectionof vortexbreakdownattheoutboardedge
raisesseveralimportantquestions.Isvortexbreakdown
solelyresponsiblefor theincreasednoiselevelsatthe
flapoutboardedge?Is thecausalitybetweenvortex
breakdownandincreasednoisedirector indirect?Since
theinternalstructureof vortexbreakdownoscillatesat
lowfrequencies,onemayruleoutthedirecteffectand
assumethatthenoisesourcesaremodifiedindirectly
viaincreasedReynoldsstressactivitiesandotherlocal
flow alterations.Of course,furtherexperimentsin
conjunctionwithaccurateunsteadyflow simulations
are neededto addresssomeof theseimportant
questions.

Conclusions

Steady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
simulations of a complex three-dimensional high-lift

wing were conducted in an effort to understand the
effect of sweep and taper on the flap-side-edge flow

field. Flap deflection of 20 and 30 degrees,

representing aircraft approach and landing
configurations, were computed. Emphasis was placed
on fine resolution of the inboard and outboard flap side

edges to highlight the prominent differences between
the established flow fields at the two edges.

Comparison between measured and computed lift
coefficients showed very good agreement. Excellent

comparison between PSP measurements of flap surface
pressure and simulations were obtained both
qualitatively and quantitatively. Careful analysis of
RANS database revealed the outboard edge vortex to be

the stronger vortex, attaining lower pressures and thus

higher rotational velocities in its core. Moreover, the
outboard vortex path remains closer to the side edge
while that of the inboard vortex is more inward of the

edge. The higher suction peaks in the core of the
outboard vortex make it susceptible to undergo vortex

breakdown at lower flap deflections relative to the
inboard vortex.
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Figure 3. Surface grid distribution.
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edge.

Figure 5. Computed surface pressure distribution for
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Figure 2. Trapezoidal wing geometry.
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Figure 7. Mach contours at mid-span location for 30
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Figure 8. Comparison between PSP and computed

surface pressure on flap suction surface for 20 de_ee
deflection. Inboard edge is on right and outboard edge
on left and flow direction is from top to bottom.
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Figure 12. Pressure contours along inboard edge for 30
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Figure 13. Pressure contours along outboard edge for
30 degree flap deflection.
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